NEW BOOKS ADDED TO OUR LIBRARY
COLLECTION.

KEEP THIS TO YOURSELF
• After high school
graduation, Mac focuses on
finding the serial killer who
murdered his best friend the
previous summer, while
working through his own
feelings for the deceased.
RL-5.2
• IL 9-12.

A LITTLE IN LOVE
• Inspired by Victor Hugo's classic, Les
Miserables, A Little in Love beautifully
conveys the heartbreaking story of street
girl Eponine.
• Paris, 1832A girl lies alone in the
darkness, clutching a letter to her heart.
Eponine remembers being a child: her
swing and the peach tree, and the baby
brother she loved. But mostly she
remembers being miserable. Taught to lie
and cheat, and to hate the one girl,
Cosette, who might have been her friend.
Now, at sixteen, the two girls meet again,
and Eponine has one more chance. But
what is the price of friendship--the love of
a boy? FICTION- RL 3.9 IL UG

HOW TO BUILD A HEART
• Sixteen-year-old Isabella "Izzy" Crawford
is a trailer-park scholarship kid at a
wealthy Catholic school in Virginia, and is
desperate to keep her status a secret
from everyone. She sings in an a cappella
group where she helps a new student,
Aubrey Shackleton--the sister of Hot Sam,
who Izzy and her best friend Roz secretly
stalk--with a cyberbullying situation and
helps Aubrey get her confidence back.
Then Izzy's family is selected to receive a
new house from Habitat for Humanity,
right in the neighborhood where the
Shackletons live, which threatens all the
secrets she's so carefully kept. FICTION
R. 4.3 IL UG.

GOOD GIRL’S GUIDE TO MURDER
• As her senior capstone
project, Pippa Fitz-Amobi
is determined to find the
real killer in a closed local
murder case, but not
everyone wants her
meddling in the past.
FICTION RL 5.4 IL UG

REBEL(LEGENDS #4)
• As Daniel and Eden
struggle with who
they've become since
their time in the
Republic, a new danger
creeps into the distance
between them.—FICTION
RL 5.4 IL UG.

THIS LIGHT BETWEEN US
• In 1935, ten-year-old Alex Maki of
Bainbridge Island, Washington, is
horrified to discover that his new
pen pal, Charlie Lévy of Paris,
France, is a girl, but in spite of his
initial reluctance, their letters
continue over the years and they
fight for their friendship even as
Charlie endures the Nazi
occupation and Alex leaves his
family in an internment camp and
joins the army. FICTION- RL 5 IL
Mg+

HAND ON THE WALL
• Three people are dead and David
has gone voluntarily missing at the
same time a blizzard approaches
Ellingham Academy. Stevie decides
to stay behind after the school is
evacuated, and along with her
eclectic misfit friends, she puts her
sleuthing abilities to work. But as
she follows the clues, she realizes
that the murderer might be
trapped at Ellingham with her, and
at the same time, she might be
able to solve a mystery seventy-five
years in the making. FICTION RL-5
IL UG.

STARLIGHT CLAIM
• After losing his best friend in
a boating accident, Nate
goes on a journey by himself
to his family's remote cabin,
but when he finds escaped
inmates in the cabin, he
depends on his skills to
survive. FICTION RL 5.0 IL UG

TORPEDOED
• In September 1940, passenger
liner SS "City of Benares" set sail
for Canada with one hundred
children on board. When the
warships escorting the
"Benares" departed, a German
submarine torpedoed the ship.
NON-FICTION IL MG+

WHAT I CARRY
•In her final year in
foster care, seventeenyear-old Muir tries to
survive her senior year
before aging out of the
system—FICTION RL 4.6 IL
UG.

COCKAPOO HANDBOOK

•The Essential
Guide For New
& Prospective
Cockapoo
Owners

FROM NIGHTMARE TO FREEDOM.
• A living example of how individual
feelings of anger, hatred and
intolerance play into behaviors that
can lead up to genocides and how
powerful the act of forgiveness is in
releasing these negative feelings. It
is unique because as an
autobiography, it is actually
documented with Nazi
photographs of Lillian’s arrival at
Auschwitz and copies of Nazi
documentation of prisoner A10946.-NON-FICTION.

GROUND ZERO
• Brandon is visiting his dad in the
World Trade Center on
September 11 when the attack
comes; Reshmina is a girl who
grew up in Afghanistan in the
attack's aftermath but dreams of
peace and escaping.—FICTION
RL 4.3 IL MG

IN THE SHADOW OF THE FALLEN TOWERS
• A graphic novel chronicling
the immediate aftermath
and rippling effects of one
of the most impactful days
in modern history:
September 11, 2001. --NONFICTION. IL UG

CELEBRITIES IN POLITICS (AT ISSUE)
• The diverse viewpoints in this
volume explore what role
celebrities should play in politics,
discuss the phenomenon of
making the transition from
celebrity to politician, and
investigate the place of
contemporary media culture in
this pattern.—NON-FICTION

SCHOOL SHOOTINGS-OPPOSING VIEWPOINTS
• Since 2009, there have been 288
school shootings in the United States.
This is an alarming statistic for one of
the safest, richest, and most powerful
countries in the world. Whenever one
of these senseless tragedies occurs,
activists and political leaders attempt
to push their agendas, calling for
stricter gun control, or tighter security,
or even for arming teachers. This
valuable resource, containing diverse
viewpoints written by authoritative
voices, explores why school shootings
seem to be an epidemic, their
potential causes, and what can be
done to stop them.

WITCH HUNT OR JUSTICE-OPPOSING
VIEWPOINTS.
• Perhaps more than any other
time in history, it is easy to be
heard. This includes speaking
out against people in the public
eye. But is going straight to the
court of public opinion a fair and
just way to punish someone? Do
public figures have a right to
certain protections?

